The effect of a free surface on the structure of a submerged turbulent jet is investigated experimentally. Three-component LDV measurements beneath a clean free surface show that the mean flow spreads laterally outward in a shallow surface layer much wider than the mean flow well below the surface. As the free surface is approached, velocity fluctuations normal to the surface are diminished while those parallel to the surface are enhanced. Laser-induced fluorescence is used to show that the surface layer contains fluid ejected from the jet. With the addition of surface-active agents, the surface layer is suppressed.
The interaction of vertical flows, especially turbulent flows, with a free surface is of considerable interest to the detection and determination of the hydrodynamic signature of surface ships. Recent research investigating the interaction of laminar axisymmetric vortex rings with the free surface has revealed that vortex disconnection at the surface and the subsequent alignment of vorticity normal to the surface are a fundamental physical mechanism governing the interaction. ' Investigations of the interaction of a laminar two-dimensional vortex pair with clean and contaminated free surfaces2'3 have shown vortex rebounding associated with the generation of secondary vorticity beneath the contaminated surface; the generation of secondary vorticity and the rebounding of the primary vortex are not observed when the surface is clean. The degree to which these physical phenomena, observed in laminar flows, govern the interaction of turbulence with a free surface is the subject of much current research.
free surface are enhanced, as shown in Fig. 1 . Similar behavior has been reported for channel flo~"~ and for twodimensional surface-jet flow. ' Observations of a submerged turbulent jet issuing beneath a free surface have been reported by Bernal and Madniae4 Shadowgraphs of the free surface showing deformations that occur during the interaction of the jet with the surface reveal surface dimples, formed where vortex lines become connected to the free surface, and waves, observed to propagate outward and downstream of the point of their generation. Quantitative measurements4 of the streamwise velocity component were made using hot-film anemometry, but accurate measurements close to the free surface were difficult because the sensor was intermittently in and out of the water. Also, the effects of surface contamination were not taken into account.
Measurements of the mean flow in a cross-sectional plane at x/d = 32 for a jet at depth h/d = 2 beneath a clean free surface are displayed in Fig. 2 . Shown are the horizontal and vertical components of velocity both within the turbulent jet flow and extending laterally beneath the surface to about two jet half-widths away. A thin surface current layer is clearly visible, as is the abrupt transition from inward (entraining) flow beneath the layer to outward flow within it. We suggest that the surface current is caused by the ejection of vertical structures from the jet and the subsequent outward propagation, near the surface, of a portion of these structures under the influence of their corresponding images above the surface. Superposed on this layer are surface waves that propagate away from the jet centerline. The Reynolds number based on jet exit velocity and diameter was U, d/y=: 13 000, and the Froude number based on jet exit velocity and depth was U,J(gh) 1'2z5.7.
The mean flow pattern of Fig. 2 is suggestive of a streamwise vortex pair with each vortex lying just outboard of the jet on either side. The observed flow pattern may arise in a region of anisotropic turbulent flow near a free surface where mixing normal to the surface is greatly reduced, allowing turbulent fluid beneath the surface to propagate a considerable distance in a thin surface layer. Similar patterns in the mean flow appear in the wakes of surface ships and are sometimes attributed to large streamwise vortices shed from the bilges.* In the present investigation, simultaneous three- Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional plane at x/d=32 of component velocity measurements in an initially circular, dyed fluid emitted from the jet. The fluid is made visible turbulent jet discharging beneath and parallel to a clean using fluorescein dye which is illuminated with a laser light free surface were made using a laser Doppler velocimeter sheet. The free surface was cleaned by drawing off through (LDV). The nonintrusive nature of this technique made a standpipe as much of the naturally occurring surfactants measurements of the flow velocity just beneath the surface as possible. The photographs show dyed fluid ejected from possible. These measurments reveal that the turbulent vethe jet just beneath the free surface that has propagated locity fluctuations normal to the free surface are diminaway from the jet centerline, forming a thin surface layer ished just beneath the surface, while those parallel to the much wider than the turbulent jet flow beneath it. The ejected fluid appears to have propagated laterally under the influence of its corresponding image fluid above the free surface, yielding a mean surface current. Figure 4 shows the same cross-sectional plane beneath a free surface contaminated with oleyl alcohol, an insoluble surfactant for which the state relationship between surface tension and concentration is known. The concentration of surfactant was 1.3 x 10 -' cm3/cm2 of free surface, and the corresponding surface pressure was 9 dyn/cm. When surfactant is present, the surface current layer is not observed, and fluid ejected from the jet near the surface is laterally confined. We attribute this surface confinement to the interaction of the primary vertical structures ejected from the jet with secondary vorticity of opposite sign generated beneath the contaminated surface, as discussed by Hirsa3 for the laminar vortex pair. Beneath a contaminated free surface, secondary vorticity is generated in response to gradients in surface tension, and motions of the surface continually redistribute the surfactant. In the present investigation, there was no reliable way to measure the spatial distribution of surface tension, nor to maintain a steady-state spatial distribution of surfactant concentration for suthcient time (of the order of two hours) to make velocity measurements throughout the flow field. At the present state of the art, there is no way to carry out a controlled experiment; for this reason, LDV measurements of the flow velocity beneath a contaminated surface were not made.
We suggest that, near the free surface, the physical mechanism acting to transfer energy from the normal fuctuations to the fluctuations parallel to the surface is the disconnection and subsequent alignment of vortex filaments normal to the surface. The origin of the current layer beneath a clean free surface lies in the inability of this anisotropic turbulent flow to mix effectively in the direction normal to the surface. The surface current does not' occur when surface active agents are present owing to the generation, just beneath the surfactant covered surface, of secondary vorticity parallel to the surface and of opposite sign to the primary (ejected) vorticity.
The present observations suggest that the physical processes observed in the interaction of discrete vortices with the free surface, i.e., both the mechanism of vortex disconnection and alignment normal to the surface and the interaction between primary and secondary vorticity generated beneath contaminated surfaces, play fundamental roles in the interaction of fully turbulent flows with a free surface. A more complete reporting of these phenomena for a turbulent jet at depths of 2 and 50 diameters beneath a free surface, including LDV measurements of all Reynolds stress components, is in preparation.
